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From your Lay Reader Barbara
Every morning I get up very early and after a cup of tea I take my dog Ben for
his long walk of the day for an hour and a half. We go out early so that I do
not become very anxious if there are a lot of people about, as I like to
observe the social distancing. Usually it is very quiet and as I walk around in
the silence, I notice natures beauty especially this time of the year. I give
thanks to our Lord for my health and wellbeing. I pray for the key workers
who are there for us and I pray for family and friends and my church family. It
is strange how things become more acute in times of darkness. I notice the
wonderful trees and blossom with more intensity and thankfulness, the birds
and flowers and all that is wonderful in our lives.
It has been a very hard few months for all of us. I am sure many of us have
had to adapt to a new way of life for the short term and try to deal with
anxiety, fear, loneliness and depression as we are plunged into the unknown
for now and it may seem for a few more months to come. As Christians we
remember the suffering of Jesus and the journey, he took which was not
easy for him and how he must also have had feelings of anxiety, fear and
dread.
Although we are in dark time’s I have witnessed many positives happening
that I feel will carry us into the future. There has been unconditional
kindness and self- giving. The key workers are there for us all, there has been
people coming together, family and friends keeping in touch with one
another through the media. Our own church family is still together loving and
caring and keeping in-touch with phone calls and coming together on Zoom
taking part in services and chatting to each other. I am aware not everyone
has this facility, but I would like to re-assure you that you remain in our
thoughts and prayers and news has been given to us by others that everyone
is safe and well.
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During this phase in our lives we could not be blamed for looking for a quick
escape, we naturally want it all to end quickly and to get back to leading
normal lives, how-ever the lockdown is going on for a little bit longer than we
thought. In view of this maybe it would be helpful to have a different
prospective of the whole situation. Perhaps we could use this time more
positively and reflect on our lives whilst we are quiet and not running on our
treadmill’s every day, maybe we can come to terms during this time of what is
most important in our lives and how that will shape our future after
lockdown.
I feel that God is speaking to us through all of this, ‘Be Still and know that I
am God’ , we are all on a very dangerous and rocky road but Jesus is there
guiding us with the scriptures, he is at our side through it all as he himself was
no stranger to danger and suffering and as Christians we are walking this road
together in prayer and caring for others and we will experience the
resurrection when we are all together again.
On my walks with Ben Psalm 23 v.4 NRSV. always comes into my mind
Even though I walk through the darkest valley,
I fear no evil,
For you are with me;
Your rod and your staff they comfort me.
I pray that you will all keep safe and well until we are altogether again.

We remember the departed,
especially Joan Cook, Joan Stevens, Margaret Wardle.
May they rest in peace and rise in glory.
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St. Andrew’s Flower Circle
June – August 2020

DATE

ARRANGERS

JUNE

Brenda Spencer
Kathy Summerton

7th
14th
16th
21st
28th
JULY

Ann Dixon

SIDE
ALTAR

NAVE STEP

BOOK OF
REMEMBRANCE

Brenda & Vic Eabry
Gillian Smith

5th
12th
19th
26th
AUGUST
2nd
9th
16th
23rd
30th

MAIN
ALTAR

Anna Cooper
Janet O’Connor

Margaret Toon

Ann Dixon
Anna Cooper
Janet O’Connor

Ann Dixon

Leonard Barker

Sylvia Warburton
Ruth Blackwell

Due to the current COVID-19 Lockdown it is
not possible to place flowers in the church at
the moment
We will resume placing flowers in the church
as soon as we are allowed to
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St. Andrew’s Initiative
Unfortunately due to the present situation we have not been able to
arrange the Friends’ Lunch that was due to take place in May. We are
hoping that we may be able to organise something that will bring the
Friends together later in the year.
Looking at the immediate future we will not be able to have our
Barbeque in the Rectory garden in June and feel it will not be possible
to stage the Horticultural Show planned for August.
We are hoping that perhaps some of the Summer Sunday afternoon
concerts may be able to take place and are keeping our fingers crossed
that we will be able to hold the popular Fashion Show in September.
We look forward to seeing you all as soon as it is possible.
Anna Cooper

Kate's Green Cleaning
An environmentally responsible cleaning service that
uses all natural, biodegradable and non-toxic
products that are chemical free.
Domestic cleaning weekly/monthly/one time only
Call : 07423 068265 / 0116 2440896
Email : kate.montaut@gmail.com
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Quarantine
The Latin root of the word QUARANTINE is forty.
So, what do the holy books say about 40?
The Flood lasted 40 days.
40 years Moses fled Egypt.
40 days Moses stayed on Mount Sinai to receive the Commandments
Exodus lasted 40 years.
Jesus fasted for 40 days.
Lent is 40 days.
40 days for a woman to rest after giving birth.
A group of theologians say the number 40 represents change.
It is the time of preparing a person or people to make a fundamental change.
Something will happen after these 40 days.
Just believe and PRAY.
Think about it the air is becoming cleaner because of less pollution.
There are not so many around outside, so less litter.
Vegetation is growing.
The rivers are cleaning up because less toxins and pollution is going into them.
Wildlife a break from man.
Healing is happening all around.
People are turning to God.
The Earth is at rest for the first time in many years and hearts are truly
transforming.
We are in 2020 and 20 + 20 equals 40
This was sent to Sue Morrell by her sister Margaret.
Note:
QUARANTINE
[Italian quarantena, from Venetian dialectal Italian, quarantine of a ship (so called
because
the length of the quarantine was
typically forty days), from Old Italian quarantina, period of forty
days (such as one designated for fasting or penance), from quaranta, forty,
from Latin quadrāgintā
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Note from the Treasurer
The Covid-19 crisis brings many challenges to us all, including significant
financial challenges to many people, and I would like to express my thanks
to those who continue to support the Church financially through this time.
The financial challenge to your Church is also considerable. It continues to
receive the giving from regular Parish Giving Scheme donations and bank
standing orders but the closure of the Church buildings means that no
income is coming in from gift aid envelopes and cash collections at
services, wedding fees or from fundraising events. However, the major
overhead costs for ministry, insurance, minimal heating, maintenance and
administration continue.
If you wish to make a donation during the closure but are unsure how to,
you can do so in the following ways:By direct debit through the Parish Giving Scheme, for which you can now
sign up for on telephone number 0333 002 1271. Please have at hand the
parish code number 190619021 and your bank details. For more
information please go to www.parishgivingscheme.org.uk.
By cheque made payable to “St Andrews Parochial Church Council” and
post to me at 67 Conaglen Road, Leicester LE2 8LE.
By a direct online BACS payment to the church account, St Andrews
Parochial Church Council, account number 77068302 sort code 090151.
Please quote ref “donation”.
Thank you for your support,
John Robb
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Elegy
Oh, Spring of days long gone by, season of blooms, you have
vanished for ever.
I no longer see the blue sky. I no longer hear the happy songs of
birds.
All that I have cherished has gone, oh, my beloved, since you are
gone.
Why does Spring return, if it returns without you?
The bright sun and happy days are no more;
In my heart, all is sad and cold and empty, for ever.
Louis Gallet
THE ROSE
The lily has a smooth stalk,
Will never hurt your hand;
But the rose upon her brier
Is lady of the land.
There’s sweetness in an apple tree,
And profit in the corn;
But lady of all beauty
Is a rose upon a thorn.
When with moss and honey
She tips her bending brier,
And half unfolds her glowing heart,
She sets the world on fire.
-Christina Rossetti 1830-1894
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Food Bank at Gilmorton estate Community centre
Thank you very, very much for all your donations of food and money
to the Food Bank. These have been very gratefully received and have
made a real difference to the lives of many folk in need of help.
Please get in touch with Rowena if you would like to make a
contribution.

Food for thought from the Dalai Lama
"There are only two days in the year that nothing can be done. One is
called Today and the other is called Tomorrow. Today is the right day
to Love, Believe, Do and mostly Live. "
"If there is no solution to the problem then don't waste time
worrying about it. If there is a solution to the problem then don't
waste time worrying about it ."

Chris Collett

PLUMBING & HEATING CONTRACTORS
40 COUNTESTHORPE ROAD
SOUTH WIGSTON – LEICS – LE18 4PF
TELEPHONE 0116 277 0880
FACSIMILE 0116 278 5522
EMAIL chris@chriscollett.co.uk

Registration No. 5606
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Kindly provided by Aylestone Baptist Church
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Be very careful because people are beginning to go odd from
being in lockdown. I’ve just been talking about this with the
slow cooker who thought people were getting in a stew. The
spoon told me not to stir things up so I didn’t mention anything
to the washing machine who always gets in a spin. The fridge is
acting frosty. The iron calmed me down as it said no situation is
too pressing. The hoover told me that sometimes life sucks but
the fan thought it would all soon blow over! The toilet looked a
bit flushed when I asked its opinion and the door knob told me
to get a grip. The front door said I was unhinged and the
curtains told me to pull myself together. I’m being careful they
don’t all turf me out into the garden as the lawn might grass me
up to the neighbours.
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Ice Eggs
You will need:
Balloons – if you don’t have or don’t want to use a balloon, you
can use an ice tray or ice lolly kit
Mini toy or flower
Food colouring (optional)
Tray or bowl for melting
One of the following:
Eye dropper, meat baster, spray bottle, water bottle with nozzle
STEP 1: Blow up a balloon and hold it for 30 seconds or so to
stretch it out.
STEP 2: Stretch open top of the balloon and stuff the toy or
flower into the balloon.
STEP 3: Fill the balloon with water and add food colouring if
using. Tie the up balloon.
STEP 4: Stick the balloons in the freezer and wait.
STEP 5: When the balloons are completely frozen, cut off the
knot, and peel off the balloon.
Place your icy eggs in a bowl or on a tray and set out a bowl of
warm water. Spray or pour the warm water over the eggs. You
can also help fine motor skills by using a pencil to help ‘excavate’
the toy.
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Salt Dough Solar System – From the National Space Centre
You'll need:
65g Table Salt,
125g Plain Flour,
water,
paints and glue.
Add the table salt and plain flour into a large bowl.
Mix and make a well in the middle.
Add water slowly and begin to mix.
Add enough water until you have a smooth firm dough.
Roll out the dough on parchment or baking paper.
Roll dough to a ½ centimetre thickness.
Cut circles for planets.
You can do different sizes for different planets.
Roll out a small thin piece for Saturn’s rings.
Use a piping nozzle or straw to punch out a hole at the top of each
planet.
Bake on parchment or baking paper for 2 hours at 120c or 250f.
Once cooled paint the planets with acrylic paints.
Add a layer of pva glue to prevent the paint from chipping.
You can use string or ribbon to hang your planets.
A video tutorial can be found on the National Space Centre’s
YouTube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UPIsISJmCoY
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Playdough Recipe
Prep Time
5 mins

Cook Time
5 mins

Total Time
10 mins

Ingredients
1 cup flour
2 tsp cream of tartar
1/2 cup salt
1 tbsp cooking oil Olive oil or vegetable oil
1 cup water
food colouring
Instructions
In a large bowl, combine all of your dry ingredients (flour, salt, cream of
tartar) and mix well.
Dry Ingredients Playdough
Mix food colouring with your water first. Then add the vegetable oil and
water with food colouring to a large pot. Mix together.
Add the dry ingredients to your pot and mix well.
Mix Dry Ingredients with Wet for Playdough
Cook over low to medium heat until the dough starts to form and becomes
dry.
Once it starts to form a ball together and looks fully cooked, take off the heat.
Let the dough cool first before touching.
Once cool, knead the dough for 5 minutes to make the dough soft.
Notes
If your dough is not soft, continue kneading for another 5 minutes. If you find
it is still too dry add a little bit more oil and knead in.
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#Islastones
7 year old Isla woke up in August 2017 unable to walk, after
many horrible treatments, surgery and radiotherapy, Isla was
in Jan 2018 diagnosed as having a diffuse intrinsic pontine
glioma DIPG – and there was no further treatment options for
her. Isla started to decorate stones and gave them to her
friends to hide. There are over 75,000 members from all
around the world on her Facebook page #islastones all
decorating and hiding stones. Stones have been hidden across
the world including the Taj Mahal, New Zealand and a very
special stone in Antarctica!
Isla sadly passed away in July 2018. Since then, her family
have continued to raise awareness in Isla’s memory, including
a world record and a Just Giving award. This is Isla legacy.
To join in, simply paint your own stone, write #islastones and
Photo, Post. Rehide and then hide them. If you can fit it on
your stone please also write DIPG to raise even more
awareness.
You can join the Facebook page by searching #Islastones
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An update from the 1st Aylestone Brownies
Brownie meetings stopped at the end of March but that doesn’t mean
our girls have been in anyway idle, in fact far from it!
We asked them to complete a range of badges from the programme
and what they have done is fantastic!!
Baking was a favourite with the most delicious bakes being produced.
The downside is that we don’t get to taste them but we know they
have been shared with friends and neighbours.
Painting was another badge that produced some absolutely lovely
work, our girls are so creative.
Grow your own has seen flower and vegetables seed set and we await
the results later in the summer. Did you know you can get pink
sunflower seeds?
Mindfulness was another popular one, very apt for the here and now
we thought and one that other family members joined in with too.
The collecting badge has been done, who knows what is ‘squirrelled’
away in our homes.
We have also had dancer, jobs, friends to animals, inventing, aviation
with the most amazing amount of paper aeroplanes produced and a
homemade rocket launched in the garden, again another family
event!
One of our Brownies, Neve completed her charity badge for
Naitbabies and it has been put on their national website!
Virtual meetings have started on a Tuesday evening (thanks to the
technology expertise of Danielle, one of our leaders).
So far we have done a house and garden scavenger hunt, bingo night
and charades, they are great fun!
We’re looking forward to getting back to real meetings though as
soon as we can!
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The Brownies have organised a ‘Tree-Bute’ tree to all key workers
who are looking after us and are keeping the country running during
lockdown (and beyond!!)
All the uniform groups have been asked if they would like to
contribute items for it too.
The tree is in the porch in our Church for all to look at and join in the
collective thanks.
Not many items are on there right now but we know a lot of different
things have been made and are on their way to us,
so keep checking in on it to see how it ‘grows’
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Note from the editor
As I write this, we are still in the middle of a lockdown, the likes of which
none of us have seen before. With the Covid-19 pandemic we have seen
terrible numbers of deaths and heard heart-breaking stories of loss and
depression during the lockdown. But as with everything that is dark,
there is always light. Stories of people helping the elderly with shopping.
Getting to know our neighbours. Clapping for carers and key workers. We
have had to find a new normal with church services on our computers
and only seeing loved ones from a distance. I would like to thank
everyone who has contributed to this quarters magazine. It was
wonderful to see so many emails with stories, recipes and ideas. These
times will come to an end and we will all see each other soon, with an
appreciation that may not have been there before.
Alex
‘Fear not, for I am with you; be not dismayed, for I am your God; I will
strengthen you, I will help you, I will uphold you with my righteous right
hand.’ -Isaiah 41:10
Material for the Autumn edition of the Parish news should reach the
editor at the Parish Office or standrewsaylestone@gmail.com by
August 11th

If you would like to advertise in the
Parish Magazine,
please contact Alex Bustin by email
standrewsaylestone.com
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Church Organisations
Sunday Club: (4-11 years) meets in church in term time during the
10:15am service, except on 1st Sunday of the Monday which is an all
age service. Contact: Brenda Spencer 291 0354
Mothers Union: Contact Kate Austin, 2917738

Uniformed Organisations
Guides (10-14 years)
Monday 7:30-9:00pm

Kerry Hollingshead

07535
423525

Brownies (7-10 years)
Tuesday 6:30-8:00pm

Sue Hall

291 5961

Rainbows (5-7 years)
Tuesday 5:15-6:15pm)

Zoe Harrison

278 8498

Scouts (11-15years)
Thursday 7.30-9.00pm

326 5455
SL@102nd.org.uk

Cubs (8-11years)
Wednesday 6.30-8.00pm

326 5455
CSL@102nd.org.uk

Beavers (6-8years)
Monday 6.00-7.30pm

326 5455
BSL@102nd.org.uk

General Scouting Enquires contact
gsl@102nd.org.uk or 0116 326 54 55

NEED A VENUE FOR YOUR PARTY OR
COMMUNITY GROUP?
Then why not consider St Andrew’s
Parish Hall.
This is a substantial meeting place that
is available for hire, and can take up to
150 persons. There are ample car
parking facilities.
The sprung floor of the Hall is of high
quality ballroom standard, and a
number of dance groups meet here.
For availability and bookings, contact
the Hall Administrator:
Alex Bustin: 07513 281 908
Email:
standrewsparishhall@gmail.com

